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A: You need to define your conditional: if '1/1/1990 - 1/1/1995' not in
first_year_graph: first_year_graph = df['Place'] To generalize this, you

may want something like this: if '1/1/1990 - 1/1/1995' not in
first_year_graph_df['Place']: first_year_graph = df['Place'] else:

first_year_graph =
df['Place'][df['Place'].isin(['(null)']*len(first_year_graph_df))] Ole Miss

men’s basketball has won 14 games in a row and are now ranked No. 24
in the AP poll. On Tuesday night, the team needed to win at LSU to

maintain its place in the rankings. It’s hard to imagine Ole Miss would
have dropped more than four spots, even with back-to-back losses, but

the Rebels surrendered 13 points in the first half and lost by 17. The
Rebels’ last victory over a ranked team came last season against No. 10
North Carolina. Conversely, the Tigers won by 31 in last year’s meeting.
LSU held a slim, 17-16, lead at halftime and finished with 66 points. A
quarter of the Tigers’ 75 points came from freshman guard Tremont
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Waters, who was drafted No. 6 in the NBA draft. Check out the gallery at
the end of this post for more details on the Tigers. Tigers guard Grant
Williams, who was asked to try to take over LSU’s offense, was 0-for-4

from the field. He missed his first two shots in the half and missed eight in
the game. Williams, who had a total of six points in the first half, played

his final two minutes of the second half with five fouls. The Tigers had six
players score in double figures: Kavell Bigby-Williams with 13, Elgin Cook
with 11, Waters with 10 and Jalen Jones with 10 points. LSU’s freshmen –
Waters and Cook – had been struggling with efficiency. Cook played just
over 24 minutes and scored a season-low six points. Waters had eight

rebounds and two assists but his shooting percentage was 20.6. Waters
said before the game that
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